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For more than 60 years, The Pleiades has been
an integral component of Murrah's legacy. It has
become a home for artists and writers, creating
for them a place of solace. Therefore, the 20192020 Pleiades, which has the theme "Identity,"
is dedicated to our founders-the students who
created this program-not knowing the extent to
which their idea would grow. For them, we carry on the torch and embody the seven daughters
of Atlas from which our name derives. We also
dedicate this edition of the Pleiades to Murrah
High School's class of 1970, who so graciously funded our organization this year. Furthermore, we would like to thank our sponsor Mrs.
Ballard, who lovingly supported and guided us
throughout this creative process, even during an
international pandemic. And to our supporters,
we cannot express the amount of gratitude we
have. The Pleiades would not exist if not for you.
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If they were honest
Fatimah Wansley

We the people, but not all people just wealthy and powerful people
In order to form a more perfect union, but this union isn't for you it's
only for the 1 percent
Establish justice, insure domestic tranquility,
provide for the common defense, promote the
General welfare, and secure the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and our posterity
Notice we said ourselves and our posterity
because frankly you and yours do not matter
Do ordain and establish this Constitution for
the United States of America
So give me your tired, your poor, your
huddled masses yearning to breathe free
And I will work them all of their lives,
systematically oppress them, and ensure the rules
never support thee
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore
Spells labor and profit for me
O say can you see, by the dawn's early light
Once so proudly we held slaves captive they couldn”t put up a fight
Whose broad stripes and bright
stars woven with corruption and greed
O say does that Star-Spangled Banner
yet wave over heads we enslaved
O'er the land of the unfree and the
home of those who still manage
to be brave
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Beach Closed
Leandrea Clay

There's a storm coming
Hear the thunder crack
After lightning strikes down
Light travels quicker than sound
Guess that's why you can see her tears
Before you hear her cry
At night,
The moon shines on the weeping sea
Look and see as she breathes
Her waves being carried by the breeze
Finally, she's at peace
For a season, the tourists go home,
Leaving a trashed sea of litter
Broken bottles and cigarettes line her shores
Salty tears overflowing, destroying
Hear her heart break
Her agony turns into rage
Shaking and heating up in fury
Damaging and demolishing
Anything that comes her way
Just like they did
Her winds snap trees in half
Her waves stand tall in the air
Then crash onto the city
Not caring if they are a tourist
Or a native
It feels good to release
She's by herself with what made her whole
Before the tourists and their fun
It'll be awhile before they come back
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Raised to Fear Beauty
Micahya Burton

Framed by my chromosomes,
tried for my sex,
in light of the crime of being female.
I was raised to fear beauty.
Forbidden to wear bows or pretty hairpins.
Hoping for a boy,
it would have been easier.
Raised to fear beauty, because beauty is causative.
Through court cases of consent,
or casualties of mental corruption,
women face the fire without even being warned of its heat.
Find a fire in these women,
give it a name.
Give it a name worthy of its destruction,
worthy of it lasting injuries.
What does it represent?
Who does it affect?
Because last time I checked fire spreads.
Fast.
Fear beauty, not for its enchanting disposition, but for its entrapping one.
Standards created by the opposite sex
forced Beauty to take drastic measures.
Who does it pleasure when a woman throws away the contents of her insides
to fit inside a size 2.
Who does it pain to see scars of today and yesterday already engraved on tomorrow's
body?
Who do you see in the mirror when your eyes are already tainted by the minds of demons.
Beauty was created by God, but stained by the devil.
Refuse to fear the fire.
For the fire is not the sin.
It's the regret of those who have sinned against it.
I was raised to fear beauty
When the pain goes away,
blamed for the bane,
stained by the color red.
Bows and bands look great on girls,
but a boy would have been easier.
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“Stargazing”

Leandrea Clay

I see visions.
Constellations dot the back of my eyelids when I
lay my head.
My night sky is painted with strokes of
Midnight blue and velvet purple.
Stars illuminate my universe
In stories of the sick,
The oppressed,
The disappointed,
The lonely.
The stars are smoked up and battered
Cigarette cartons in exchange for warmth,
Black eye and tattered heart in place of love,
Slit wrist and scattered pills instead of joy.
Trapped in the abyss, feel the agony
Of a bald woman who cries in the doctor's office
As he tells her "unfortunately, you won't be able
To have children." Gaze upon the mother
Abandoned by her child. Watch as the vulnerability
Of a girl who is in love with another locked away
Plays on the screen.
Know that death looms over a broken soul.
Nymphs that whisper "you're nothing" torment
her
And force her to break her skin and spirit.
Dot my eyelids with constellations.
Show me chained to a rock,
weakness exposed,
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Miscarriage of Justice
Christopher McDonald
I had a baby
Before she was born
I lived desolate of emotion
The Reservoir inside me overflowed with hate
It consumed my body
And drowned my spirit
Hope sank to the very bottom of me.
At the most inopportune times,
the waters seeped out and took control
However the news of Her told me that I could no
longer be as I was.
I knew that the waters could drown Her too
And I couldn't have that.
For Her sake, I prayed for myself.
Inside of me, I could feel her kicking, swimming.
As if she was sojourning to the depths of my being
to find the hope that I deposited there.
She had found it, and it was now hers
When She arrived,
She was stillborn.
But I still loved Her.
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The Palm
Taylor Moore

The palm...
Small round and warm
Giving life to everything it touches.
Tan as the walls of the house I grew up in.
Each line telling its own story.
One tells of days of the past, permanently etched to the skin.
One tells the age of the black girl writing.
One tells the secrets lying deep beneath the skin.
Fingers short and stubby like the stumps of trees.
Each one a living thing all its own.
Veins can be seen pumping beneath the skin,
giving life to the owner of this palm.
Body
the story being told from within and out.
Each part showing a different aspect
of the human nature.
While also showing the uniqueness of each person.
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For me
Each part of my body is special.
My legs show my endurance and strength.
My face shows innocence, compassion and love.
Hair, each strand taking back the pride in my ethnicity
that others have tried to steal.
And finally,
The arms, which convey everything from above through
simple gestures...
And touches...
Which leads back to the palm.
The circle of life.
It generates from our own bodies to others
And back to ourselves.
And it all starts...
At the palm.
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Our Black Synthesis of Time
Jeffrey Caliedo
I.
Above the earthy soil of our ancestors
There is a whisper,
A slight breeze that begins anew.
It quietly dances across my skin, each breath a different tale.
II.
My grandmother sits alone in a field of nothingness
The white cotton beneath her wrinkled skin crushes underneath her
weight.
As she slowly rises to her feet,
Grandma turns to me with veracity veering through her voice.
Her wooden sandals walk over and ask if I know how she got her
scars.
She reminds me of the bruised splotches of red and blue that once
painted her body
She makes me bare witness to the history etched into her skin,
The forever carved into her memory.
III.
Chronos watches from above with a slight grin.
From amethyst clouds, this God of time watches
Our final breaths and first words dance together.
He notices that the home is weathered
but the love is not.
IV.
When my mother was younger there was
a giant magnolia tree
That stretched towards the heavens.
On very quiet days, the branches would
Sway gently and the tree would sing.
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It is said that my great grandmother
was the first to plant this tree.
Years ago, a single seed was laid with no idea
of the family heirloom that it would become.
My mother used to hurriedly climb
to the top of the tree,
And proudly watch the world below her
shrink into yesterday.
Until one day my grandmother came running out,
Yelling and insisting that my mother get down
from the tree.
Such a shout could come only from someone
Who knows the necessity of roots;
who knows what too much faith in the world will get you.
V.
How privileged are we not to use our bodies as tools.
In the past, the wear and tear of the human temple
meant that we were simply effective.
I watched as they treated every single bone
beneath our skin as if
it were a piece of brittle glass.
How they worked us for hours,
paid us for minutes,
and disrespected us for nothing.
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VI.
I stare at my mother in a dark car alone.
I do not say a word, and as worry consumes her
She explains that she refuses to allow my life
to become another moment in history,
A deadly sacrifice just to spark
an already silenced conversation.
VII.
Chronos stopped smiling a long time ago
Even mischievous gods of time have a limit for destruction.
How long can amber skin and onyx bodies
be tossed aside like sediments?
How many hidden figures and shaded stories
does it take until we can see the sun?
VIII.
The sun is already here.
When morning creeps past the horizon,
Nothing is able to stop the light.
Its warm, infrared rays will come and cradle those that search for it.
Our century of time is searching for it.
It is sugar in our wounds and sticky tears in the air,
The smell of blood and the feeling of love
becoming inseparable.
Our century of time is
Mississippi summers and winter solstices,
The generational stories, singing fathers,
and sun kissed cheeks
more memorable than the pain.
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IX.
I won't write another poem about suffering.
This time, the sound of rain hitting concrete is
nothing more than rain hitting concrete.
Today, these droplets are not a metaphor
for black bodies hitting the ground,
Or a tool used to disguise the tears.
Instead, this God sent gift is washing past pain away
and enjoying the now.
In second grade, my cousins and I would dance
in the rain without a care in the world.
We'd jump in puddles formed from potholes and
Our parents watched as boundless laughter fills our lungs.
X.
This is Our Black Synthesis of Time:
Boundless laughter and climbing to the top of trees.
It is okay to acknowledge the pouring rain and frightening heights
as long as we share these moments of history,
together.
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I disguised my joy as tears
hoping that they might travel to a vessel more worthy of them.
Thirty of them
gave me the time I needed.
This time I pleaded
with the future,
not the past or the present.
This time I knew better.
We feared the headlines or the colors.
No matter the weather,
scared of the outcome.
Blindfolded.
This Time didn't care.
The chains on our backs
spoke louder than our words.
Still the fire burns
from the guns on our heads.
This time they are dead,
Last time was the same.

I disguised my joy
as tears
Micahya Burton
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Next time I'll survive.
Not depending on the time.
Repetition takes on a common role in our lives.
How many times have I cried,
tried to break the loop,
tried to stop time?
Next time will be different,
cause time won't stand still.
I understand the pain it takes to give,
so next time I will
Live,
with my tears.
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Hurricane Grace
Abigail Showalter

It's full of voices in my head saying you could have done better
You could have done more
It's all your fault
Then your breathing slows and you can only get small bursts of air
and you just can't stop crying
It's knowing you couldn't stop it if you tried
But also knowing you're weak and could have done better
People who see you when you're small treat you like an old churches stained glass window, Sparkling and full of vibrant and washed
out colors.
But you're also broken and cracked with duct tape holding you together, keeping out the rain.
They help apply more duct tape over the cracks with words like:
"You're okay"
"They're wrong about you"
And it keeps that rain outside.

Have you ever felt small?
And no I don't mean smaller than your classmates.
I mean, have you ever felt your airways constricting tightening like you”ve
been grabbed around the neck by a python that is trying to squeeze you to
death?
Felt those awful memories of things you wish you could change or forget pop
up and play on repeat while your own mind rebels against you?
Because I have, Mom.
It's right after you yell at me dragging up old memories through the layers of
barbed wire and dirt that I buried them under
It's your betrayal of my trust and blaming every single bit of it on me even
though you know it's all your fault
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But one person is all it takes to rip that duct tape off and allow the rain
to leak in
Just one little: "Are you okay?"
Then those words become a sledge hammer and the window shatters
exposing the inside to the torrential rain
Flooding the church, crashing over the pews, throwing hymnals across
the chapel.
Your brain says it's obviously all your fault;
you made them worry
you made them care
Now look at what you've done.
You can't breathe and that's also your fault so just skip bothering people
and move on!
It's in those moments I feel truly small, one sentence, memory, or person
can make me feel so miniscule and tiny that
I forget I'm a valid person with valid emotions that
I should be allowed to feel.
Because my emotions aren't tiny, they're big and bursting out of this
small broken church.
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He felt very superior to blacks The bags under his eyes sagged
like candle wax He was a middle-aged man but look fifty John
lived drinking his whiskey
She feared this man for many reasons His mood changed like the
seasons His heart was an icebox that warmed when he saw a
woman with hair like Goldilocks

In the swampy, deserted field there was a woman named Mae Her
masters had her there all day She was a slave on the Miller plantation They had a great population

He sat down in the chair and pulled her into his lap He smiled and
she saw a gap He picked her up against her pleas, Took her to his
room and watched her freeze
Mae was his lottery ticket

John Miller was the owner He was rich, but a loner He got what he
wanted If you opposed, you were taunted

He never valued anything more than a minute He snatched the
dowdy, floral dress from her body John was not godly

One day Mae caught his sight He was stuck like a deer in headlights He had been the owner for quite a while And never saw Mae
smile

She knew his intentions weren't good When he struck her with all
his manhood She felt so ashamed But only he was to be blamed
She was his toy He felt like a small, wide-eyed boy in a candy
store filled with sweet, colorful, candy decor

Her beauty was like none other She definitely got it from her mother The flame in the sky cooked her skin. It glistened on her rich,
chocolate face down to her chin.
He called her into the white, sturdy two-story residence Her eyes
were as wide as saucers towards his aggressiveness She saw the
world within the room she stepped in As she looked around, his
face held a grin
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This became an everyday thing Mae couldn't wait for the freedom bell to ring Her skin used to he softer than silk But now it
was chunkier than spoiled milk
One day Mae had had enough She was going to show John that
she was tough She now knew the house like the back of her hand
Her brain had made an itinerary that she had planned
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It feels like I chose to leave you on the coldest
night in December.
When the trees bore a wicked bitterness and
love replaced her name.
This is the sadness of time, to plant a seed and
watch it grow.
This is the sadness of time to plant a seed and
watch it shrivel and die.
If all hope is gone and fear is gained, what is
love without you?
Birth of a child, a picket fence, marriage?
The pain in my heart says it is nothing, the look
on your face says the same
Traces of your touch are etched in my skin.
The smell of you is stuck in my nose.
I wonder when you got up to leave me, did you
stop to smell the rose ?
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Metamorphosis
Maya McFadden
I lie within a void,
Of apathy and melancholy,
Developed in tears,
And hidden by chrysalis walls.
I remember slugging through life,
A small, insect prey,
Picked on by bird-like predators,
Managing to survive by camouflage.
I got tired of that lowly life,
A dirty worm,
While everyone else, it seemed, were beautiful,
Soaring high with their feathered wings.
At one point, I tried to change,
But a worm was just that-a worm,
So, I gave up,
Then, I put my walls up.
But life moves on; time develops,
And, helpless feelings slowly changed,
To curiosity and hope,
And the walls I spun slowly broke.
And from the cracks of my cocoon I emerged,
I forgot what I was-a larvae, not a worm,
Now I'm a butterfly who flutters with intricate wings,
And now, I know that I'm ready.
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Mood Ring

Kiaria Moore

i'll never wear my heart on my sleeve
but i'll flaunt emotions on my fingers
i created a false reality of happiness
yet a depressing outlook lingers
i won't reveal what's my mood
the colors of the gem will dictate
from a placid & relaxed blue
to a jet black resonating hate
lush green to show that i'm serene
or gray to exhibit i'm anxious
no matter how i'm truly feeling
i must always remain precious
all the colors of the rainbow are in my possession
i don't know if i'm craving help or begging for attention
i don't wanna feel, i don't wanna feel
conceal everything that is real!
i don't wanna hide, i don't wanna hide
but i don't fancy what's lying inside!
i don't wanna fear, i don't wanna fear
others see through me crystal clear!
i don't wanna fake, i don't wanna fake
but my entire existence is a mistake!
my mood ring shows my true "feelings"
so i can play my facade
no one knows that sheer perfection
could be the most flawed
antique and unique, my mood ring is perceived as odd
we act as if we're elegant, yet we're both a fraud
no one must know that sheer perfection
could be the most flawed
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Princess
Meagan Fuller
I am a princess.
But I have no country.
I am a princess.
But I can not leas
A princess is fair.
I am not the image of beauty.
Do I even know anything about beauty?
Do I even know my country, my people?
I do not even know that.
But everyone makes mistakes, including princesses.
I will become a princess.
A princess that protects and defends a country.
My voice will be heard again.
And as a princess, I will have my country
again.
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U-235
Ladorian Shelton
What if
We were reincarnated?
I was the plutonium bombs,
I was everywhere to be found,
Burned like stars in the northern sky;
Yet my walls were too high
And my insecurity was too deep,
For I was so difficult to be created!
And you,
You were the uranium bombs,
You were the rare atom, of one in a million.
The one that I had been searching for,
To create a massive fusion for us two.
And together
We could create the hydrogen bombs
And explode the whole world
With our love
But yet,
We were too toxic,
Too destructive for each other,
That we keep hurting our bodies;
Roaming through the sky,
Just to sacrifice ourselves in the land of earth,
As to die and to be killed,
As if
we were
never destined
for each other.
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Shilanda Francis
I am from liquor , Hennessy , Vodka , and Patron
I am from complicatedness.
I am from Cracktown "the city of wild women"
I am from annual family gatherings on funerals and holidays & loud
country voices
I am from the dirt from underneath Jesus' fingers
(something un-pure now made whole)
I am from get or get got , don't turn around too fast or you might get
shot
I am from a union divided but united
Red flags are common but Blue flags are rare
I am from Barbara Ann , Ariel , Dejuan & The Francis
From "you ain't shit" and "I should've aborted you like your daddy told
me to"
I am from hatred , rage , and pettiness
I am also from "Walk by faith and not by sight" Christians
From "I get all my strength from the Lord" and use that strength to
beat their own like white slave owners beat what they own.
I am from East Side , Wayne Dr. , Rogers and Red Bud Park
I am from 7BLK babies and the Square
I am from the City of Lights , Elks & Anderson Lodge
I am from Brooklyn Market corner store right off Singleton
I am from the city of those Mighty Flames & Graveyards in front of T&D
sandwich shops
I am from a City who turn Baby Showers into Movies
Never a dull moment where I”m from
I am From Canton, Mississippi
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Song of a Beautiful Black Girl
Taylor Moore
I'm as optimistic as the angels whose wings surround the earth.
My skin is dark chocolate.
My smile is sunshine dazzling.
My voice is as melodious as a songbird tweet, tweet, tweeting
through
the marvelous open skies.
My love stretches far and wide, like the oceans.
I love stargazing, seeing the cool moon glowing down on me.
I love my parents who nurtured me and always cared for me.
I love my beautiful, blunt, and bodacious best friends.
I love my protective dog Sabrina.
I love nature, which sings to me in the morning when I wake,
and at night while I sleep.
Sometimes I can act like I'm 50,000 years old.
My old soul is beautiful, and I'm admired for it.
I don't like jumbo shrimp, but I love food generally.
I'm an intellectual incompetent.
Singing, eating, sleepingthose are just a few things I'm good at.
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Future Taylor, I'd like to speak to you.
Never let anyone change who you are.
Love yourself, for you are beautiful inside and out.
You are God's image, so is everyone around you.
Be niceBe kindBe boldBe bodaciousBe beautiful,
Because I know you are.
I am a beautiful, black girl
I will never let anyone tell me what I can or can't do.
As I walk in the fresh air
Warmth from the sun radiating through me,
I will think back on these words
And I will acknowledge the power and meaning behind
them
ForThese words were written by a strong, intellectual, funny,
smart-mouthed black girl...
And nothing could be more Beautiful!
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I Don’t Know

Burn

Emiya Henery

Emiya Henery

The sorrows of tomorrow
Are rewarded with the pains
Of yesterday
Today is not a day but a wait
For the internal insecurities
And self-hate
Haunted by heartache
Every waking moment
I watch my heartbreak
I don't know how much
I can take
But it was my entire mistake
Trapped inside my fears
I swallow the lonely tears
And close listening ears
And pray that my deep and senseless cries
Is something no one hears
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Rose that are white
Burn to black ash
In the cold nights
As the flames ignite
My mind and my heart fight
Conflicted about what's wrong
And if there's a right
As the pedals marry the
Air in holy matrimony,
I contemplate my worth,
Wondering if my half of heart
Will be forever left lonely
The rose is gone
Nothing left but the
Stump of the stem,
The arms hit midnight
As the clock sings
It's ticking hymn
A bottle at my right
Enclosing a specific pill
I close my eyes tight
And pray to God it
Helps me heal
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Baby Teeth

Evan Morrisey

Mama's so happy Baby was born.
Soon enough Baby will be teething,
A mouth full of little white horns.
Years go by, teeth come in.
Baby's mouth begins to fill.
When Baby's start to teeth brim over
Mama keeps them safe like a four leaf clover.
She secrets them away to a secret place.
Maybe it's in the dresser of her nightstand
Maybe it's in a little box, one not too grand
So she can take out her Treasure and hold it in hand.
Baby gets older, Baby gets wiser,
But when Mama pulls out those teeth she remembers Baby.
Baby crying, Baby laugh, each tooth
An ivory reminder of what was.
When Baby leaves it's Mama who cries,
It was just yesterday Baby was teething
Baby visits, but it's not the same
Mama knows this, she cries the same.

Baby was born, now Mama is reborn
Her wake, her funeral, it's Baby who cries
Tears drip from Baby's eyes
Past the pearl whites
And into the dark night.
Going through her things
Somethings Baby keeps,
Somethings Baby doesn't.
Maybe Baby sees the teeth,
Maybe Baby doesn't.
If Baby did, what would Baby do?
Teeth of someone who Baby never knew
Teeth of someone who was
Teeth that made Mama cry.
Baby doesn't know
For Baby these teeth have nothing to show
Now the teeth are in the trash
Right beside the broken glass
Memories of Baby's past
That Mama knew would never last.
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I stand here today, to sing a song of myself
My voice is as loud as a megaphone and it can travel one million miles
But I don't know if anyone can hear me
Maybe their ears wince in agony of the truth I speak,
That which they've never heard before
I may be a middle child but I'm not mediocre
I am a wise owl, I observe my surroundings
Like the red sea, my mind diverges into two different perspectives
I am of the colonizer and of the enslaved
I make my opportunities from strength in this under-recognized and underappreciated place we call Mississippi
I am that intelligent, dumb teenager
Too full of myself at times to acknowledge it
The light bulb above my head slowly but surely flickers on when an idea
sprouts
Like a newly grown flower
I try to focus in this clutter that surrounds me
Bruce Lee, the world's most famous martial artist, a twig amongst giants
Spiderman, a teen with unspeakable talents who struggles to juggle his
lives
Martin Luther King, a man who was murdered in the fight for peace and
equality
I am Bruce Lee
I am Spiderman
I am Martin Luther King
Oh Death, you thought you had them in your grasp
Yet they live through me
The blue breeze blows
As I sit and contemplate my life
Have these choices been made in good taste
Or are they apart of the solitude which suits me
The Universe went BOOM when it was first created
Same as what I plan to do when I enter this second stage in my life
Manhood
I stand here today to sing a song of myself
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The Morning After
Jeffrey Caliedo
faint sunlight poured through the transparent window slip,
and I watched the rose stained curtains hover above.
as they slowly performed their morning dance
you laid still and silent,
your gentle arms dangling from the sides of the bed
just inches above the bedroom floor.
that morning, I rose before Mother Nature
and tip-toed around our bubble wrap love.
I served french toast and stained glass lies to begin the
day.
we left the lights off all day,
and as night fell, we were guided
only by our own infidelity and the pale moonlight.
in the darkness,
you asked how I could faithfully wander
with seemingly nothing but twilight surrounding us.
I forced a smile.
because what is darkness if not an absence of light,
and what are we if not an absence of love?
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Short Story
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S”ace

Space Colony

Maya MaFadden

"Humanity damned the Earth with their hubris; now, we run and hope to
survive," my mommy told me. "I know you understand little now, Axis, but
you're amongst the last hope for humanity."
I stood, silently clutching my teddy bear as I replayed her words in my
head. I haven't seen Mommy since the men in black came and took me haven't heard her voice...
There's people huddled around the ship in fear, but I'm not afraid. If I'm
scared, my promise to Mommy would be broken; so despite it all, I stay
brave.

I'd seen more than she knew. On the news, I'd heard reporters speak
about war and mutually assured destruction; and while I don't know
what mutually assured destruction is, I know war is bad.
They would broadcast the bombs and explosions; it became routine
to prepare for them. I heard they could wipe out entire towns. That
scared me, because:
Mommy would experience that alone.
The Earth would be uninhabitable.
I wish to lament both losses, but that'd break my promise. So instead,
I look up at the starry sky. Our hopes and dreams rest there, and I
can't help but wonder something: Are our dreams as expansive as the
sky? And if they are, then why do we kill one another?
T-Minus 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...

Before I was collected, she made a request: Promise me that you'll keep
faith once you board the Ark. Mommy can't come because she wasn't
chosen, so you'll do that for me, right?
I nodded and hugged her. She cried and I mumbled, "I know you may die,
so I promise I'll be good."
I'd seen more than she knew. On the news, I'd heard reporters speak
about war and mutually assured destruction; and while I don't know what
mutually assured destruction is, I know war is bad.
They would broadcast the bombs and explosions; it became routine to
prepare for them. I heard they could wipe out entire towns. That scared
me, because:
Mommy would experience that alone.
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The Ark takes off, seeming to defy gravity as the ground below
turns to clouds.
"I heard faint explosions," someone whispered.
"Do you think they went off?" another person asked.
"Mhm, it'd explain why we're leaving so early..."
My heart sank into my chest as I eavesdropped, so I tuned them
out and continued looking outside. I saw other ships like ours
- hundreds of them surrounded by stars! It was almost otherworldly, but that grandeur was ruined by the sight of missiles and
lasers aimed to destroy us.
Why couldn't it have stayed pretty...?
People screamed and fell over as explosions rocked the ship.
Somehow, I kept my balance amidst the chaos. Around me, some
people prayed to live. Those who didn't pray panicked, their feet
heavy against the hub's floor as they ran for an exit that wouldn”t
come. This was it, our hopes and dreams dashed away across the
stars - I knew it.
The Ark burst and fell open; the next thing I knew, I was falling
through the sky. While still embracing my teddy bear, I looked
towards the cosmos and closed my eyes in acceptance. But as I
did so, a laser shot through my chest, and I watched as my bear
turned into nothing more singed cotton.
I COULDN'T accept that. I had nothing in my final moments to
hold back all my sadness and pain, so I cried. But I couldn't cry
for long because my eyes got heavy, so I closed them - eternally.
"Sorry Mommy, I couldn't keep my promise, but at least I'll see
you soon... Then, I'll tell you how pretty the stars were..."
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Missing Fireflies
Maya McFadden
I turn on the news and nothin'. There's nothin' on the news about
my baby at ALL. One day she was at school, then she never
returned. I've searched as much as I could, but nothin'. Nothin'.
Nothin'. Nothin'.
You never hear anything bout' the black babies goin' missin', but I thought Lavonn would be different. I carried that girl
for nine months and raised her for sixteen years. I put soul into
raisin' and educatin' her so she wouldn't end up dead in Iraq like
her daddy, but it meant nothin' now. She ain't even got a news
report on her, not a single damn one.
I turn the TV off, leaning into the couch. I've called the
police so many times for answers and updates, but nothin'. They
ain't did jack shit to look for her no way, but if she had been
a white girl there'd be a manhunt by now - she'd be found by
now. Hell, even her CORPSE would be better than nothin'. My
heart should be aching, or I should cry, yell, feel angry - do
something. But, all I feel is emptiness consuming me, because I
have nothin' left.
I feel myself sinking deeper and deeper into the couch,
listenin' to the clock tick by. Tick. Tock. Tick. Tock. Every
hour she's gone...
No, no. If I wait for her, she'll come. When she comes, I'll
yell at her for making me worry. She can't be gone if
the police have no report - she's just late.
She will come back, then she'll finish school. After
that, she'll go to college and become an
entomologist like she wants to. Then she'll get married to
whomever she loves and have me some grandbabies,
even if she has to adopt em'.
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I'll be old by then, with grey hair and my teeth fall' out my head, and
imma tell my grandbabies bout' their mama. Then, we'll catch fireflies
in jars as I did with Lavonn. I'll love and spoil em' to death so much
that my daughter gets sick of me, but we'll laugh together, and she'll
hug me and say, "Ma, I love you."
Yeah, that'll be the day, but for now, I wait. Tick. Tock. Tick.
Tock. I miss my lil' firefly, but she's been taken away. And as I think
of the future she had before her, I cry. I cry, I yell, and I feel angry.
My heart aches, because the nothingness I felt overflowed and turned
into pain. And with nothin' left to do, I pray, and pray, and pray.
I fall from the couch onto my knees for hours, beggin' god for
anything, any news at all. I ain't one to pray for miracles, but that's
all I could do, because I'd do or say anything to get my daughter
back. I'd give my life to God or damn myself to the Devil, because I'd
go to hell and back for her. Anything as long as she didn't end up like
all those missin' black girls - the fireflies whose lights were snuffed
out. Lavonn Cynthia Jones still had a future in my heart.
The house-phone begins ringin' and I go to check it - it's the
police station. I composed myself in order to speak properly. "Hello?"
"Yes, is this Raven Jones?"
"Yessir, how may I help you?"
"We've safely recovered Lavonn Jones,
ma'am. She's waitin' at the station. You can
come on down and get her and we'll discuss
her case tomorrow."
"Y-yes, of course, officer," I barely
manage to reply, "Thank you." I hang up,
breakin' down cryin' as soon as I do. It was a
miracle of the Lord - she was still alive. She was
back, and we'll have trouble ahead of us, but I'd get to
hug her soon, and I'd never let her go again...
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Almost
Jeffrey Caliedo
"Richard, you almost made it."
Those were the words Uncle Richie kept hearing before being consumed under that unforgiving, blood orange sky. He had left the
creaking floorboards of his halfway home that morning in an attempt
to once again pay off his final debts. Living on Mister's land felt like a
constantly shrinking cage of mirrors. All around Uncle Richie was distortion, and every day was a new and more confining shard of glass.
But today was a special day, Baby Brother's birthday, so before
dawn could rise beyond the distant mounds, Uncle Richie raced into
Mister's office with the same sun kissed smile he had at the end of
every month.
Of course, this time would be no different. Uncle Richie left with the
same sluggish drawl of generations before.
"Almost," he spat out as he headed back to the halfway home for
supplies. Almost was a bitter sting in an already tired wound. The
word crowded his mouth and crawled back out with vengeance. Almost. Inches away from success, but not quite there.
Uncle Richie was determined to get there. There meant no more
birthdays with false happiness and broken promises, no more wooden
homes laced with frostbite and shared blankets. There meant a single
home on his own land, a golden yellow fortress full of kindred spirits
and warmth. Almost was not there.
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So, he worked. Uncle Richie plowed and planted and sowed seeds in
hopes of a garden he knew he would never see. Nonstop, harder than
ever before, he heaved and lifted and towered over the field. With
whips of sun slashing his back, Uncle Richie refused to rest. Almost as
if trying to protect him, ancient weeds from the grassland wrapped
themselves around Uncle Richie's ankles. But still, he worked.
Completely focused on the future where Baby Brother no longer felt
the pangs of disappointment, Uncle Richie had not noticed the calls
of Mama for him to take a break. From inside their halfway home she
hollered for Uncle Richie. Mama stared at the empty envelope that
once contained the past year's savings, and now questioned if splurging for the perfect birthday party was her best decision. She looked at
Baby Brother again; his feet dangled as he rocked back and forth in the
huge wooden chair, and the shining smile across his lips seemed to lift
his head. The simple shotgun house shook as Mama shouted that Baby
Brother's cake was finally finished, and that Uncle Richie best hurry and
rest on up in the house.
But Uncle Richie did not hurry and in fact, did
not hear Mama's calls. He simply pushed past
his straining muscles and blurring vision and
continued to tend to the field. He even ignored
the beads of sweat falling from his forehead
into his eyes, knowing that resting for even a
second meant another month in Mister's cage
and not in his own golden home.
Tired of waiting, Baby Brother sprinted past
the oak doors of halfway home and ran
toward the field of cotton surrounding Uncle
Richie. Baby Brother laughed, the endless
miles of soft southern snow brushing past his
dark skin and gently tickling his arms. Finally
approaching Uncle Richie, he slowed down
with a smile and tirelessly caught his breath.
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"Uncle Richie!" Baby Brother shouted with a wide grin and a
breathless laugh, "Uncle Richie, come on! We all waiting for you!"
There was a pause. A moment of silence in which Baby Brother
simply stared and watched Uncle Richie continue plowing and
planting as if the boy was never there. The sun glared behind
Uncle Richie and left only a silhouette of his once familiar uncle.
The vibrant orange of the sky began to hurt Baby Brother's eyes.
Then finally, just as Baby Brother was beginning to worry, Uncle
Richie turned, looked directly at Baby Brother, and slowly came
to a stop.
At first, there was excitement. Overwhelming joy consumed
Baby Brother, and he could not help but jump as he immediately
thought of his first ever birthday cake and finally spending time
with Uncle Richie. All he had wanted was time with his uncle, and
now he would finally get it.
But then there was stillness. Empty silence as Baby Brother watched
Uncle Richie fall while reaching for his open arms. As his limp body
plummeted to the ground, Baby Brother stared with frozen hands
and a cold heart; blazing sunlight and hazy eyes were all that
remained. For what felt like hours, Baby Brother's legs could not
be uprooted and his voice could never be
reclaimed. Instead, the
little boy stood paralyzed staring
at the ants already attacking
his uncle's flesh. Everyone on the
tenant heard Mama's blood cur
dling screams that soon followed
the fall, yet Baby Brother still
could not move or utter a word
hours after his world ended.
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Shortly after, they placed Uncle Richie's body in the potter's field
with cracked tombstones and poison ivy along the fence. Baby Brother's only birthday wish that year was that Uncle Richie have a nice
place to rest, and this was as nice as it could get.
When dusk crept by, the boy with rooted legs and a snatched throat
finally did speak. Amidst the silent chill of a starlit night, Baby Brother asked in a whisper to see where Uncle Richie last fell. Begrudgingly, Mama agreed and quietly wept as they walked back to the same
spot from only hours ago.
With freshly wiped tears and a newfound steadied voice, Mama
made Baby Brother promise to still love this here garden, Uncle
Richie's garden, even if no flowers were to sprout. She claimed it was
the final gift he had to give. "Love it to honor your uncle, Baby. Love
it as his last moments before he left us."
Reluctantly, Baby Brother accepted the promise. Baby Brother already knew no flowering plants would bloom on this Mississippi
ground. He had watched this acrid land deplete the life of everything
he loved for years. There was no hope of a future on this scorching,
bleeding soil.
So how long? How long would Baby Brother have to remain satisfied
with wilted magnolias and dying uncles? How long would he pretend
to hope for progress in this standstill life?
The answers felt close, but he could not discover them. Inches away
but not quite there. Almost.
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Lost

Mikalen Williams

I have no idea how long it's been since we've been stuck on this
mysterious island, a
couple hours at the most. It's nearing dark and we are very exhausted. Somehow Dajah, Kayla,
and I ended up on this random island in the middle of nowhere,
in the middle of the day. Since
we've arrived here, all we've been looking for is a wonderful
sign that says exit. We all have
bookbags but only I have useful things. I had no idea where we
were going so I packed
everything, flashlights, snacks, bug spray, chargers, first aid and
water. Sadly, we had eaten all
the snacks and drank all the water within the couple hours we
were here.
"Why did we agree to this?" Kayla asked.
"We didn't!" I shouted.
I only brought two small flashlights. I'm glad I did because it
was becoming really dark.
We were very tired from walking, but we could not stop until we
found something that could
help us determine where we were or something to help us survive however long we would be
here. We had been walking so long I started to think we'd never
make it out of here, but then I
heard the sound of water pouring down somewhere nearby.
"Y'all hear that?" I asked Kayla and Dajah.
"Yeah," Dajah answered, "I thought it was just me."
"I think we're close." Kayla said. "Let's keep walking."
Soon enough, we were walking toward the sound of a boatload
of water being dropped
into the ocean.
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"OMG!" Kayla exclaimed, "Let's go!"
And with that she took off towards the water.
"Kayla wait," Dajah shouted with fear, "don't ju-"
SPLASH!
But it was too late, Kayla had already jumped in the water with a
loud splash.
Aside from the waterfall, our screams and shouts for Kayla were the
only things heard in
this dark night. Kayla had a flashlight with her when she jumped and
the flashlight Dajah and I
shared was slowly going out and we had no batteries. We had no
idea what to do now.
"We can't see, we don't know where we are, Kayla's gone... What are
we going to do?!"
Dajah ranted all in one breath.
"I don't know myself but calm down, crying will get us nowhere" I
spoke tiredly, drained
of everything in me.
We had no clue what to do so we just sat down near the waterfall,
praying to God to help
us find Kayla and get us off this island. After 10 minutes of us crying
and praying for help, we
heard somebody yell out to us.
"Dajah, Kayla, up here!" someone yelled.
We both looked in the direction we heard the voice and saw a figure
standing at the top of
the waterfall with a torch, it was Kayla.
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"I'm okay! When I jumped in I swam behind the waterfall and
turns out it was a little
village of people living there" Kayla yelled down to us. "They
said they can help us out!"
Dajah and I were still shocked that Kayla was alive and we
couldn't believe the words
she said to us. Out of nowhere, we heard yelling and many figures take the place of Kayla's. She
screams, we scream, it all happens so fast. All of a sudden, the
"villagers" come toward us with
torches and weapons.
"We will get you trespassers, we will get you!" I heard some of
them say.
With nowhere to go on this dark night, we jumped into the
ocean, which was a bad idea
because we couldn't swim. Splashes and shouts were the only
thing I heard before I saw eternal
darkness.
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Until The End Of All
Ladorian Shelton
There's no light in the underworld. Within the bowels of the world, nothing
can grow or prosper. At the least, nothing living anyway. Between brilliant
veins of silver and gold that wind this way and that, the phantoms of trees
and bushes bear cursed fruits. Insubstantial and incorporeal that bounty
offers only to bind it's denizens to the earth, each mouthful making what
grows in the overworld too rich, too heavy, too unwanted as it sits in the
stomach. The only things in the darkness with a tangible purpose are iron
ore and deeper, richer, more dangerous things that humans will one day
find and make use of.
Persephone touches over the swell of her belly, just now starting to show
under layers of intricately embroidered fabric. She has carried inside of
herself, for just a short time, a shred of life. This precious life, so commonplace in the overworld, so taken for granted, is so much more rare down in
the depths. No, it is more than rare.

rules he remembers. He remembers pain and
suffering and wars, and worse than
remembering all that has ever harmed him or
his brothers he is doomed to never forget. He cannot
forget, though it may fade from memory for all others he will
cultivate those memories just like the bones of the fallen, all
neatly in order and every death marked. He has tried to learn to
speak more than that for her, and some words come easier to him
that others. He has visited the Elysian fields at times, and simply listened
to the humans speak, although the tongue is foreign to him and Persephone suspects it is painful for him to speak it he will still find a new word
to say when she returns to this home among the monsters.
"Beloved..."
The word shudders through her body, even in the mortal tongue Hades is
death and she presses a hand to her mouth to stifle the cry that deep tone
wants to pull out from her.
"I am well," she finally gasps. She doesn't know if Hades is aware she has
lied, if only because she isn't sure how many words they share now.

It is impossible.
She feels her husband on the edge of her mind. He is an older being, his
presence so much more pronounced, so much more intimidating. He speaks in
a tongue that she almost knows, some words she had heard her father
use before, the accent of some inflections
matches Zeus' speech, but
he never speaks like
Hades. When her hus
band speaks it
is
is in the Titantongue,
for like the land he
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She is not well and neither is he. They have both been worried and fretting
in their own ways. She has been pining all the worse for the overworld,
for her mother's embrace and guidance, for the sunlight and abundance of
food and hope. He has been avoiding her, hesitant to even come close to
her, and he has sent for handmaidens to tend to her every need while he
watches from afar. They fear for the same thing, and it is coming.
Oh, cruel nature! What horrors must await a husband and wife who are
doomed by their own designs? Could not one year go by where the seed
does not plant? Where an intimate embrace leads to nothing more than
a fondness for the pair? For there is fondness, and tenderness, and fear
when they come together, because the seed always plants.
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This year is not kind. She had begun to think, perhaps, if she could bring
this child to the surface then they would not meet the same fate. The child
could grow strong and brave and come with her into the darkness every
year.
Pain twists in her belly and she tries so hard not to sob. Perhaps it isn't
the darkness and it is instead her. If she can be strong she can hold back
what has come time and time again.
Her legs feel weak and something trickles down the inside of her thigh.
"I am well," Persephone whispers into the darkness.
If she says it aloud perhaps it will become true.
"I am well."
What is pain? She has felt it before, she has felt misery and hunger and
fear. Pain is nothing. This is nothing. And, if it is nothing, then nothing will
become of it.
"I am well!"
She feels the cold before she feels his touch. She looks up at him and her
body shudders. He is not scared, and he is not worried. He is only sad,
because there is nothing to do now but offer her what comfort he can.
It is the touch that makes her finally sob aloud, it is the closeness of her
husband after months of distancing her from his touch that breaks her. She
has known his worry, she has known that he has blamed himself for what
is to come just as much as she has wondered if she was at fault. She has
known the thought behind his longing glances, that perhaps, this time,
if he does not touch her he will not taint her and the child within with
death.
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Persephone falls into her husband and lets the underworld know her pain.
She screams and the caverns shudder. She sobs and it echoes all the way
to the entrance of her husband's kingdom, scattering away the harpies
and beasts that crowd around it. She is misery and sorrow and anger, and
when she strikes her husband he doesn't stop her.
The mortals that have come to live under Hades' rule will hide and cover
their ears until the silence comes, but when the silence comes they weep.
For their Queen, who has suffered so dearly and so often, in such a way
no mortal or immortal ever should. For their King who tends to his wife
with all the tenderness he can manage, but who never seems to have
enough to give.
As before Hades will take her away from mournful eyes and send away
her handmaidens. He will tend to Persephone himself as though by serving her he can atone for what has come to pass. But that will be after she
had time to wail and rest, and until then he has another to tend to.
He will bury this child among the others. Nestled between Diamonds and
Emeralds, Rubies and Sapphires, Topaz and Crystals and Opals this child
will sleep without ever having awoken.
And so will the next.
And the next.
And the next.
Until the end of all things.
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Non Fiction

Was it worth it? Zamari Morris
Was it worth it?
I don't know. It was naive of me to think we could still be friends
after what happened. I thought that I could have my cake and eat
it, too. That's on me. Actually, all of this is on me. None of this is
your fault. You are entitled to all of your emotions. Or you would be
if you had any. I think that's the problem. I have no idea what you're
thinking. I have no idea what you think of me. I have no idea if I really want to know. I really don't know if you think of me at all. Do I
want you to?
What did I get out of it?
I don't know. Relief? I didn't feel very relieved. It might have made
things worse, which I did not think was possible. At least I can cross
that off the bucket list, huh? You would have laughed at that, if you
still laughed at my jokes. Today, I tried so hard to make you look at
me. I don't think I have ever failed at something so completely. That
was impressive for even me.
What did I lose?
I don't know. I asked if we were still friends and your barked "yes"
made me feel okay. I want you to know that I appreciate you for
trying to protect my feelings. I appreciate you for still speaking to
me. I am not sure I would. That's a lie; I definitely would. But I did
not expect you to. I don't think you should. It's obvious you are uncomfortable in my presence. I think it is in our best interest to move
on. I still love you. I think you know that. I hope you do.
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You Don't Look Gay
Bryan Tucker
The most common response I get when people find out I'm gay is "Oh.
You don't look gay."
As if you haven't already punched me in the gut, you probably think this
is a compliment. But it isn't. As if it wasn't bad enough that I'm erased
and invalidated as a black gay man. Wow. You are ignoring the fact that
I have to fight to just exist. DO NOT IGNORE it. Every single day, I manage to survive MASS HOMOPHOBIA by hiding rainbows within myself, by
holding back every single tear I want to shed, because I HAVE to hide my
true self. I hold it all in TO SURVIVE the taunts, so of course I don't look
gay.
Your arrogance makes me gag. You think you can twist my identity to be
what you want. A bad thing. You are supporting the stereotype that gay
means white and femme. I AM NEITHER of those things. STOP TRYING
TO TWIST ME and fit me into a box--like I'm your puppet. I am black and
gay-- so of course I don't look gay. In movies only middle-class white
men are gay. Thanks for helping erase me more!
Weren't you that same person just joking with your friend being gay. I
hate it when I walk the halls and see straight dudes joking about sexuality. You have no right! Society accepts your sexuality so you're privileged.
Every time you joke about sexuality, you're saying my sexuality is a joke.
Like identity politics is a joke. Like my fight for equality is a joke. So DO
NOT tell me that I don't look gay. You're only insulting me more, you're
only adding to the constructs meant to KNOCK ME DOWN.
I understand you don't mean to add to the oppression I already experience, but PLEASE THINK about this before you say something else like
this. I understand that you're in an ignorant environment, but please think!
You never know who you might be offending. Next time you speak, you
should UNDERSTAND THE POWER in your words.
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My Biggest Fear
Ella Rockoff

On Saturday October 27, 2018, I woke up to my dad shaking me saying
"Come here you have to see this." I got out of bed and walked to the TV
room very confused. My dad was sitting on the couch crying. I had never
seen him cry before. I looked at the TV and the words "11 dead in mass
shooting at synagogue in Squirrel Hill section of Pittsburgh" were plastered
across the screen. I lost my breath for a second. I was in shock. I knew that
synagogue. My grandmother lives in Pittsburgh and we visit her every year
for the holidays. I've driven past the building many times. The thought that
someone would commit such an act of hate against my people in a place I
knew so well seemed unreal.
Then, the thought of going to my synagogue the next day for Sunday school
suddenly terrified me. My place of worship had suddenly turned into my
biggest fear.
Why would God let this happen to my people? Especially on Saturday, our
day of worship, the day of rest? In that moment, I began to question my
Judaism. Was it possible to be a Jew without believing in God? Why was
being Jewish important to me?
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My whole life leading up to this moment had been based around my Judaism. My dad had worked as a Jewish historian for 10 years and my mom
ran the preschool at my synagogue. But after the attack in Squirrel Hill, I felt
empty. I was not only scared because of what happened to the Tree of Life
Synagogue, but also of what was happening inside me. My core belief system had been shaken. I sat on my bed for an hour and contemplated every
tragedy that had happened to my people.
After some time, my mind drifted to more positive memories. Memories
from the Jewish summer camp in Utica, Mississippi I had gone to since I was
eight, from my trip to Israel just three months prior, from my youth group
where I go to escape from my school life where no one really understands
what it's like to be Jewish. Ironically, the thought of being in a community
filled with only Jews made me feel better. It reminded me why I loved being Jewish. Since then, to me, Judaism isn't just about believing in and praying to God, it's about being part of a community. This new appreciation for
the importance of community inspired me to run for regional president of my
Jewish youth group this year.
If the tragedy in Pittsburgh made me question God, it also made me realize
how important being Jewish is to me.
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Museum Reflections
Gerald Windam
I've been to the Mississippi Civil rights museum on three separate
occasions, with three distinct groups, while contemplating three
unique topics, with the last being largely focused on music. Coincidentally I also have approximately 300 songs in my Amazon music
account, and one of my favorite rappers is from Mississippi. I took
this as a sign of sorts and decided that in my reflection I should write
about his music, connections I saw between it and the museum, and
the role the information presented plays in Mississippi”s identity. This
would make for a great essay, but this isn't an essay its a narrative.
In my opinion, four of the best rap songs I've heard in a long time
are "Confetti", "M.I.S.S.I.S.S.I.P.P.I.", "Saturdays' Celebration", and
"K.R.I.T. here" all by Meridian native Big K.R.I.T. Furthermore, since
rap styles and dare I say quality varies from region to region I believe these songs can only come from a real Mississippian, and due to
a remarkable series of events they were also my mind's soundtrack
to our trip.
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After living in Mississippi for more than 17 years I've heard, read, and
most recently seen the horror stories about the civil rights movement,
and though this may sound terrible I'm desensitized. Horrible things
happened then and bad things are happening now which is where
the music comes in these songs are largely about moving forward
and celebrating progress while honoring the past. I understand that
the death of those freedom riders, the lynching of Emmit Till, and the
disappearance of thousands of people's loved ones are tragedies. But
we moved forward. Mississippi had some of the most horrific racism in
the country, but we were also the epicenter of the civil rights movement. So to the outside witnesses and judges of Mississippi's history "I
ain't trippin' on your roll, but let's be real, you ain't ever been around
here before." To the states that pride themselves on being more liberal
than the deep south "Forget your party when your confetti ain't even
heavy". And finally to my fellow Mississippians who won't move from
the past "Saturdays are for celebration" so and we're getting to the
weekend. In my eyes, the Mississippi civil rights museum is more than
a memorial for those we lost, its a monument to turning into something
more. Because "Maybe We're (I'm) so southern We(I) sometimes scare
ignorant people's perception of independence." M.I.S.S.I.S.S.I.P.P.I.
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Hey Paw
Maisie Brown
Hey Paw. At Least I can guess that's what they'd call you.
I never thought there would be a moment where you and I could
somehow be in the same room. But here we are.
They often times say, we're one Mississippi. We stand under the
same flag. We stand on the same soil. We fight the same weather.
But our struggles are so very different.

The idea that your voice was hung from a hollow tree for
voicing your opinion while spaces away I would be
highlighted for voicing mine, is as Mississippi as it gets.
And sometimes I hate us for it.
Walking through the museum puts you in a space so sacred that
it's almost hard to breathe: All the eyes of history are on you and
there's this intense pressure to somehow not fail those who have
fallen for you.
I recently read a transcript between my fourth great grandfather
and Mississippi's Choctaw registry. They asked was his father a
Choctaw. He said yes. They asked was his mother a Choctaw.
He said no. She was a slave. They asked what was his mother's
name. He only knew one part. He guessed the rest. They asked if
his parents were still alive. He said yes because that's last he'd
heard since the South surrendered at the end of the war. It had
been 30 years later. They asked was his wife Choctaw. He said
no, negro. They asked had he'd been a slave. He said yes. They
asked when was he born. He said he didn't know: He guessed.
So much of my ancestry is left in question: It's in the air. It's in
a big black space.
And the museum reminded me of that, though it's intentions
were entirely pure.
Though history is so well documented, mine will forever not
be. And that's a feeling of identity that will never be
recovered.
My Paw is J. E. Gates. His name is in the National Lynching
Museum in Montgomery, Alabama. His name will soon be
added to the long list of lynched souls in our civil rights
museum. Just feet away from his descendant's voice who says
she's fighting for the freedom of those who will follow her.
Mississippi Goddamn.
And sometimes I hate us for it.
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A set of twins in matching polka-dotted dresses and satin lace socks that
fell perfectly over their shiny black church shoes walked up to me. "We've
figured out why you talk like that," said the girl on the right side whose only
physical difference from her identical twin was her missing two front teeth.
Before I had a chance to respond, the twin on the left side, with all of her
teeth still intact, blurted out, "It's cause your mama used to run a whole lot
when you were in her belly, and now your words come out shaking." Oblivious to what they were talking about, I laughed and said, "Sh-hhaking?
What a-rr-e you guys talking about?" "See!!" explained the twins. "You talk
funny!"

Nia Johnson

I had a major stutter until I was about 13. After two years of my speech
therapist teaching the stop-and-breathe technique and telling me what
words I needed to stay away from, I was finally able to stop going to my
appointments. Ironically, losing my stutter was one of the worst things that
could have ever happened to my self-confidence. What most people don't
understand is that I never once heard myself stutter until someone told me
I did. And I definitely
didn't think anything was wrong with me until some kid made fun of me.
My words were beautiful to me. My words are still beautiful to me.
I was an extremely talkative and opinionated kid; so when I stuttered
adults would try to interrupt me by finishing words I got stuck on or even
sometimes cutting me off completely. Now for most people, being cut off
would cause some embarrassment, forcing them to stop talking; but for me,
it had the opposite effect. When an adult would begin putting the wrong
words in my mouth, I would pause, smile politely, and rearrange the words
in my own head. I would ask myself questions like "What am I trying to
say?" and "What do they need to understand?" The first question would
clear my mind, making the right words fall into place, and the second
question would prevent me from getting frustrated and focus on what I
wanted them to walk away with.
Stuttering never made me talk less, but it taught me how to stand my
ground and talk with certainty and thoughtfulness. It filled me with a sense
of pride when people called on the girl with the stutter to speak in class.
Listening to a person with a stutter is like listening to music: you can nod
your head to the beat and only focus on the fact that they are stuttering
but you will miss the melody and lyrics.
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America Nothing
Ladorian Shelton
Americans, well, at least in the media believe that the way to change behaviors is to punish, either criminally, civilly or socially, anyone who doesn't fit the
societal norm.
Think about that for a minute,
...When someone is emotionally conflicted to the point that their behavior is no
longer considered within a range of acceptance and THEN society decides, or
any group, movement, political ideology or party to shun or expel, to incarcerate, admonish and thereby torture an, "emotionally conflicted," soul, what
you have accomplished by society's response is to create permanent anger
and hatred.
Permanent anger and hatred.
American society, therefore, can be said to relish hatred and permanent
anger as a way of life for all of its citizens since every single person who is inflicted with pain upon suffering will be assured to continue inflicting whatever
pain and suffering they can on everyone else the rest of their life. So your only
solution is to remove these souls from society permanently.

...there are forty million felons alive today.
Wow! Lots of bad guys off the streets huh? Let's put that another way shall we?
America ruins a million people a year.
America creates a million 'soon-to-be' violent felons every year.
"Felons," who were nonviolent before being tortured by society and tortured in
prison...forty million angry people live around you right now.
Forty million people!
America must want the nation to fail every year. We destroy a million people just
because we want to be able to say "At least I'm not as bad as that person" and
point your finger while knowing there is no reason, no civil crime, that warrants
bankruptcy, imprisonment, violence, rape, abuse, belittling, shame and banishment
just because you personally don't like video games.
...or you don't like gambling,
...or you don't enjoy sex,
...or you don't smoke marijuana,
...or you hate Hollywood liberalism.
...you can't stand alcoholics,
...or you're afraid of the mentally ill.
...or your jealous of the shit you perceive someone having,
...angry because you think you work harder than someone else,
...because you deserve a better life so why not destroy others right?
Hatred as a virtue.

Was that the intent?
Is that the goal?
Do we need law, rules and fantasy crimes for every single thing a person says
or does?

I wonder what our economy would be like if the 'fifty-plus' MILLION alleged
criminals had jobs instead of listing away producing the smallest amount of productivity possible because YOU THINK they deserve to have a worse life for acting
in a manner you do not agree with PERSONALLY.
That is one out of every seven people in The United States.

Is the endgame to remove these from society or to reform them?
Hatred perpetuated.
That is American culture
That is why Black Lives Matter.

Imagine now,
America arrests or imprisons one million people per year for using drugs,
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Pour Into City
With Soul
Mackenzie Williams
Jackson, Mississippi is a special place. From the warm southern hospitality
of its people to the renowned cadences of the Sonic Boom of the South, this
"city with soul" never sleeps. Everywhere you look there is a story. The civil
rights museum is impressive as it covers a whirlwind of history while
somehow managing to make Mississippi the strand that connects it all.
Having been to the museum a few times, it wasn't the historical aspects
that amazed me this time, it was the fact that the makers of the museum
chose to put it in Jackson.

I finish my tour of the museum in the gallery titled "Where do we go
from here?" Out of all of the galleries, this one is most interactive with
the museum visitors. I am surrounded by the shining faces of our cities
young people sharing their thoughts on the future of civil rights, and my
heart just warms. I hear the voices of some of our city's most
knowledgeable historians and activists talking about a topic that they
are so passionate about.
This is what Jackson needs. A safe space to embrace the fact that
knowledge is power. A safe space to embrace the fact that Education is
freedom. Pour into the city with soul. We need it.

I'm scanning the walls looking for different facts that might interest me
enough to reflect on and even though it is all captivating, and I can't help
but think about how empowering it is for our community to have access to
a place that is filled with history that directly reflects the background of the
majority of its demographic-- African Americans. As a Black Jacksonian
born and raised, I am tired of seeing my community scrutinized in the media
for everything that we struggle with, especially when no efforts are made
to change that narrative. People can talk about the good in Jackson all day
long, but it is difficult to measure our progress when tangible resources that
can positively impact our citizens aren't put back into the community.
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This is my Mountain,
This is my Boulder,
This is my Happiness
Christopher Mcdonald

As I sit in my barber's chair, I ponder the events that might have led me
here: that period I washed my hair every day; the dozens of shiny brown
scalps I see at family reunions; the countless number of times I refused to
moisturize my hair during my preteen years. This is my mountain. These are
the cards I was dealt and the past I can no longer change, actions and
inevitabilities that ushered me to this chair, to this tiny razor, and the loss
of twenty dollars.
The barber places a damp towel on my head, takes it off after a few
minutes, and lathers my head in a soapy mixture. Though one might believe
being "follically challenged" is every teenaged boy's dream, I lived trying
to defy my fate. I searched playlists on Youtube, tried a profusion of products, and prayed to God that my head would not look like my father's. I
ceaselessly pushed my boulder up life's mountain, but when I reached the
peak, the boulder fell. However, one dead-end, or plenty in my case, would
not be the denouement of my pursuit.
The barber begins the shave, and the razor glides through the froth on my
scalp. The motion is effortless and with each stroke, my anxiety dissipates.
Now, being bald, I realize that I had been praying for the wrong thing. My
energy was expended reaching for the peak of a mountain I could never
stay atop, pushing a boulder that would always fall, and attempting to
defy a fait accompli-a mountain. I was ignorant of the bigger picture.
Staying at the peak of the mountain was not my goal. The fight for momentary happiness right before the boulder's fall is what fuels me to keep going, and this resolve I learned is versatile. This boulder could move to another
mountain, the peak of the mountain could become shorter from weathering,
or the boulder could become riddled with dirt and debris, but the person
pushing it will not change. I am Sisyphus. I will continue to push my boulder up
every mountain and accept the absurdity that is life because my will to persevere is unbreakable... even if I am bald.
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Pen on Paper
Jeffrey Caliedo
Metallic ink dances across the lined pages of a journal; my thoughts materialize into physical words. With nimble and careful strokes, I write
narratives of untold stories, poetry, and journalism about marginalized
groups. By addressing the issues of racial equity, impoverished communities, and queer rights, I've found a way to acknowledge important issues oftentimes overlooked by the general public. In this world of writing,
nothing else matters, and I find refuge from the marginalization of the
outside world.

It is during these hour-long bus rides that I remember that the issues of
systemic racism and classism that I write about in my advanced classes are
not just hypothetical ideas, but actual barriers that affect my life. After an
interesting day of classes, I tend to stay after school for either speech and
debate practice, theatre rehearsal, or journalism club. During these afterschool activities, I return to a safe haven similar to the refuge I find while
writing at home.
The last piece I wrote for speech and debate described my unique challenges within the community and the persistence required to overcome
these adversities. Despite the fact that my community is filled with people
of color and impoverished citizens, I quickly realized the various hierarchies
that are unfortunately still present within my neighborhood.

Recently, most of my days have begun to look eerily similar. With dad
recently moving away and mom having to work more hours, I spend most
of my day taking care of my younger sister and helping around the house.
Every morning, I wake up and prepare breakfast since mom leaves for
work before my sister and I wake up. Once I am certain my sister has
everything she needs for school, I wave her goodbye as the yellow school
bus turns the corner. Now, I quickly ready myself for the long day ahead;
because I attend the performing arts school away from my neighborhood,
I ride the bus for about an hour every morning.
During the ride, I often watch as we
leave behind the vacant lots and
abandoned homes in my neighborhood and head towards the school.
As we dodge potholes and pass the
damaged houses, I sit and wonder how exactly this community
came to be. When I look at my
neighborhood, I see more than the glimpses
of broken roads and cracked smiles that
appear before me as we leave my city.
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As a queer and multiracial child, I often feel like an outsider within an
already ostracized community; many residents are simply unaware of
the growing issues of other marginalized groups. Because of this lack of
knowledge, I became determined to inform people about how intersectionality and the matrix of oppression directly affect us all. More than
anything else, I wanted to raise awareness of political and social issues
that need to be addressed within my community. And when other people,
oppressive forces, or lack of media representation would seem disapproving, my writing seemed to always be there to support me.
The majority of my writing tends to relate to my experiences growing up,
family stories I've witnessed, or lessons I have learned from the community. My last piece was a synthesis of all three of these, and the poem reveals my relationship with my immigrant grandmother, my current battles
with identity and prejudice, and my understanding of stories told through
my great grandmother who was forced into sharecropping. Sometimes, it
can be challenging to find perseverance and inspiration amongst the emotional stress, gilded family history, and financial burdens. For the majority
of my life, I have watched others surround my community and neighborhood with shame and pity, but I have always felt the complete opposite. I
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When describing the neighborhood I live in, my fellow classmate's
faces twist in confusion and pity. Every Sunday, my pastor shouts
declarations of homophobic preaching, and I watch as my family
silently nod their head in agreement. While discussing my hopes
for attending a prestigious university for college, I am told of my
"reliance" on affirmative action. Yet whenever I hear these oppressive comments and assumptions of character, I no longer feel the
frustration that previously consumed me. Instead, I remember the
responsibility I have at home, the representation my community
deserves, and my own goals despite the ignorance of others. And
ultimately, I remember how I hope to one day help create a world
where others will receive the representation and social equity that
they rightfully deserve. As I think of all this, I smile and realize that
the change I desire starts with a little bit of perseverance and the
simple stroke of a pen on paper.
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Becoming Bayard
Jeffrey Caliedo
Characters
Bayard Rustin (36) A hard working, analytical and determined civil
rights and queer activist. Despite the constant pushback he has received, Bayard still holds an idealistic and hopeful mindset.
Davis Platt (42) The significant other of Bayard for years now who
constantly supports Bayard in all his endeavors. Davis is more realistic than Bayard, and is no longer surprised by the injustices of the
world.
Florence Rustin (56) Mother of Bayard who has tirelessly worked
to be where she is now. She is a middle class Christian who often
disagrees with Bayard's beliefs and is not afraid to tell him. Despite
their disagreements, there is still (subtle) love.
Brenda Williams (37) Co-worker of Bayard for several years. Brenda
shares the same radical views as Bayard, but is not as vocal out of
fear. She supports his movements behind the scenes and is one of
Bayard's closest friends.
Setting
Becoming Bayard is set during the 1960s. The start of the play is
right after the March on Washington, which Bayard served as the
chief organizer for. The Civil Rights movement is gaining immense
support, but the fight for gay rights falls behind. As Bayard gains
support for his political activism, he wishes to publicly come out and
stop hiding his lover, Davis.
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The following is an excerpt of a scene from an entire play. The scene
contains mild language that may be considered offensive.

Scene 2

(Loud cheers and applause are heard as a projection of BAYARD speak
ing at a rally or march plays on the screen. BAYARD is seen speaking
very passionately and powerfully at a podium.)
BAYARD: When an individual is protesting society's refusal to acknowledge his dignity as a human being, his very act of protest confers dignity on him. (Beat.) To be afraid is to behave as if the truth were not
true.
(As the video fades, lights up reveal FLORENCE RUSTIN is in her kitchen, alone cooking eggs. The projector displays a kitchen wall. FLORENCE is humming to herself. BAYARD enters stressed.)
FLORENCE: Bayard? Is that you? Come here give ya mama a hug!
(BAYARD excitedly hugs his mother)
BAYARD: Yeah Mama, it's me. How have you been?
FLORENCE: You know we've been good, Bayard. Same as last time.
Nothing new ever happens down here.
BAYARD: Yeah, you're right about that ...How is dad?
FLORENCE: He's been good, Bay. He's still up in that bed, sleeping.
Matter of fact, you can help me fix his breakfast. Go set up the dinner
table for me.
BAYARD: Yes ma'am. (laughing and walking toward the table) Still
putting me to work even when I come to visit, huh?
FLORENCE: Boy, you've been putting me to work since birth! Let's just
call it payback.
(They laugh. Both work on their respective tasks for a moment.)
FLORENCE: Now, Bayard, why are you really back home?
BAYARD: What? I can't just stop by to see my amazing mother?
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FLORENCE: You can, but you don't. Always say you're caught up in some
campaign or new movement or something...
BAYARD: Yeah, I'm sorry about that. You know how crazFLORENCE: But that's not the point, Bayard. I understand that you're busy.
But I know my baby. Go on and tell me the real reason you're here so I can
help.
BAYARD: (obviously lying) Mama! I did tell you the real reason. I'm here to
see you!
FLORENCE: Bayard...seriously. (They both laugh at this.)
BAYARD: Okay fine. Well...If I do tell you, you're not gonna get angry again
are you?
FLORENCE: Angry? Why would I get angry?
BAYARD: Mama, come on now. You know you can lose your temper real
quick.
FLORENCE: (slight laugh, "Hmph!") Alright now, boy. Don't try and get disrespectful just because you think you're grown now.
BAYARD: (whispers) See...
FLORENCE: Bayard!
BAYARD: Sorry! I'm sorry, Ma. I just...I just got a lot on my mind right now.
(BAYARD continues absentmindedly setting the table.)
FLORENCE: Well that's nothing new, baby. You've always been busy. What's
the matter, now?
BAYARD: It's nothing, I just...
FLORENCE: Well go on, say it.
BAYARD: I think...I think I want to tell the people about Davis.
(There is an immediate shift in the room.)
FLORENCE: Oh. (trying to keep her composure) Now why...would you want
to do that?
BAYARD: Well, why wouldn't I, Mama? We've been together through everything, and I'm tired of hiding who I am, and I'm not ashamed of loving him!
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(FLORENCE says nothing and continues to prepare and cook
breakfast. Her entire demeanor has changed. She is almost paralyzed by the last statement.)
BAYARD: Mama, did you hear me? I said I want to finally stop
hiding who I am!
FLORENCE: Oh I heard you alright. I heard you loud and clear.
BAYARD: Well...aren't you gonna say something, Ma?
FLORENCE: There ain't nothing to say, Bayard! Really! What do
you want me to say? You want me to be happy that my only son
wants to tell the whole world that he's a sissy? Is that what you
want, Bayard?
BAYARD: Mama it's not even about thatFLORENCE: (getting more aggressive, nearly yelling) Then what
is it about?! I thought we talked about this, Bayard. It was bad
enough you still wanted to go around and mess with these men,
but I at least thought you were gonna keep it quiet! I thought you
were past all of this gay shit!
(BAYARD walks away from the table and starts grabbing his things
to leave.)
BAYARD: You know what, Ma. I'm just gonna go. I don't know why
I thought you would've changedFLORENCE: No! You're not going anywhere! You're gonna sit your
ass right there and listen! I let you leave last time and I should've
stopped you then. I should've smacked you upside the head and
made you go to church the first time you told me about liking them
boys. Should've made you pray it all away right then and there.
Would've never had a faggot son if I did! I've spent too long waiting and hoping you would grow out of this phase. I'm just tired of
all of this shit, Bayard!
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(BAYARD tried to calm himself down. He finally gathers his things and
heads for the door offstage. FLORENCE shouts at him as he walks away.)
FLORENCE: Well you know what, Bayard? Maybe they should have
locked you up! You know, I hate to say it, but maybe if they did put you
behind bars...maybe you wouldn't want to go shouting to the whole
world about being a gay!
BAYARD: (Stops just before exiting. Turns to his mother clearly hurt, but
not showing it.) I'm not coming out because I want to, Ma. I'm doing it
because I have to. (BAYARD exits.)
FLORENCE: (FLORENCE is on stage alone. To herself.) No, Bayard I
don't believe that. I don't believe that for one second. You don't have to
that...you don't have to...
(Lights down on FLORENCE sitting at the dinner table alone, quietly
shaking her head with resentment. The sound of burnt eggs and breakfast cooking from earlier continue quietly sizzling in the background.)
END OF SCENE 2.
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CHARACTERS:
Morgan Blumberg (16) an outgoing, smart, and athletic junior in high
school. Eliza Blumberg (49) a stern, sometimes difficult, family therapist.

SETTING:
The blumberg family lives in Lewiston, Maine. The play takes place
entirely in the living room of their nice two story house.

SCENE THREE
Lights go up. ELIZA is standing in front of three chairs.
ELIZA: Morgan called me in the middle of a session, which she never
does, so I picked up. I couldn't even understand her at first. She was
crying so hard. She kept repeating something. It took me a few seconds before I realized what she was saying. "Sam is dead, he's dead.
He died. He did it. He's dead." I froze. I always knew Sam was different than other kids. Not like that, he just felt more emotions. He was
sensitive. I loved him with my whole life. I knew he was depressed,
and I did the best I could to help him. I took him to my best colleagues
and got him on any anti depressant I could. I did everything I could.
I thought he was doing better. He told me he was doing better. I
should've known he wasn't. It's a mom's job to protect her kids. I did
what I could, but it wasn't enough. Lights down.
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SCENE FOUR
The lights go halfway up. It is later in the night. ELIZA is sitting on
the couch in the same clothes she wore that day the clothes she
wore that day, she has a drink in her hand. She's been crying, she
is still sniffling. Morgan groggily walks onstage holding an empty
glass with a cup in her hand, she bumps into a piece of furniture,
startling ELIZA who quickly realizes someone else is there and
tries to wipe her tears.
MORGAN: ow! Jeez... (Notices ELIZA) mom? What are you doing?
ELIZA: just sitting. Thinking. What are you doing? It's 2 am.
MORGAN: I can't sleep and I need more water.
ELIZA: ah. Well, carry on.
MORGAN: uh huh.
It is tense. MORGAN starts walking, then ELIZA speaks
ELIZA: do you really think I don't miss him?
MORGAN: what?
ELIZA: earlier. You asked me if I even missed him. Do you really
think I don't?
MORGAN: (visibly uncomfortable) I don't know... I mean... you
don't seem sad.
ELIZA: I am sad. I'm just trying to move on.
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MORGAN: It's been a week, mom. A week since he died. A
week since I walked into his room and found him lying on the
floor in a pool of blood. A week since you lost your son.
Forever. He isn't coming back. He can't. We're never going to
see him again. He's out of our lives forever. You're not a mom
of two anymore. I'm an only child. An only fucking child. I don't
have a twin anymore. And you want to move on. How can you
move on? How can you all of the sudden be okay? How can you
go back to listening to strangers meaningless problems when
your son just fucking killed himself. How can you wake up? How
can you get out of bed in the morning? I can't do that. Dad
hasn't smiled once since it happened. And you're okay. Dad
says that you're just coping. that this is your way of mourning. But it's not. You're okay. You shouldn't be okay. Dad isn't
okay. I'm not okay. I'm not okay at all. I need my mom, I don't
need someone who is pretending that their son's death is just
another tuesday.
ELIZA: Morgan...
MORGAN runs off of the stage, dropping the glass. It breaks.
ELIZA looks at it, slowly gets up and walks over to the shards.
She bends down and starts to pick up the broken glass. She
begins to cry as the lights slowly fade.
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Characters
SARAH: A young 20 year old half monster, half succubi(monster) singer
whose life is about to be changed...
MORGANA: Queen of the demon realm who looks about 28 and somehow related to Sarah...
MICHAEL: A monster who fights Morgana for the throne of the demon
realm and for some reason desires Sarah...

What's A Monster?

What's a Monster is about a young singer named Sarah who is halfsuccubi (monster), half human. At one of her concerts, Michael, a
vampire, interrupts the concert and claims that he is after the sister
of Morgana, Queen of the demon realm. Morgana then arrives and
after defeating Michael, Morgana takes Sarah to her castle in the
demon realm. Morgana then tells the story of their father's feud with
Michael. She explains how Michael and how he will get revenge on
both Morgana and her father by marrying Sarah after he defeats
Morgana. Michael t arrives and Morgana and him fight after Morgana takes Sarah to safety. At an abandoned church, Sarah reminisces about her adopted mother Abigail before Michael arrives at the
church and there he reveals to Sarah that due to living for so long, he
has not experienced love before and he wishes to share that love with
Sarah. However, The sun comes up and Michael is forced to leave,
but he promises that he will never give up on Sarah. Later, Morgana
visits Sarah and Sarah says that she wants does not want to remain
in the demon realm and although Morgana protests, She decides to
let Sarah do what she wants. However, she warns Sarah about the
danger of Michael and staying in the human realm, But Sarah says
that she will not worry about it.

Meagan Fuller
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SCENE 1: Concert
The stage lights come up. SARAH, A young half succubi(monster), half-human
singer is on stage, her silhouette is lit up. An amber light is above her, coming
from a dark circle. Shadows are used to represent the audience, along with a
few people on stage. SARAH has a microphone and is in a lovely black dress.
SARAH: Welcome everyone!(Shouts of cheering can be heard.) Thank you for
coming on this lovely day! Now, I know all of you know this song!(She starts to
sing.) (sung) Why is the past always covered in shadows? Where do I go when I
am confused? Now...I must find my own way in this shadowed world ...(A loud,
unnatural sound fills the stage and panic ensues.)
SARAH: Everyone, please remain calm! The exits are in the back!(Then, the lights
go off and the solar eclipse is still seen. A shadow covers the eclipse. Michael
howls with an inhuman scream.)
Michael: Where is the sister of Morgana?!
SARAH: Stop, Stop this now!
(Michael stares at SARAH and SARAH feels frozen in place, but still holds her
ground and remains onstage.)
SARAH: What the hell are you doing?! Why are you trying to hurt these innocent
people?!
Michael(laughs):Oh, That is what you call these weak humans?(He gestures toward the evacuating audience)
SARAH: Why are you here?
Michael: Nothing much. The blood of these humans (SARAH flinches) and like I
said before, the sister of Morgana.
SARAH: Look, I don't know who you are or where you come from, but you will
not come here and kill these people!(SARAH prepares to get in a fighting stance.
Michael smiles at her)
Michael: Oh, sweet innocent girl. You should not know to try to pick a fight with
me. (Michael lunges toward her, SARAH manages to dodge and tries to exit left.
Michael grabs her arm and he plunges his teeth into her neck.)
SARAH: ow!(she screams and then tries to punch Michael in the face, but he
grabs her hand)
Michael: Your blood tastes so unique, but it's wonderful”(SARAH feels a rage
raise inside of her and starts to shake, but she tries to force that rage back
down.) you're not a full human, are you? You are a succubi, a monster ...(SARAH
tries to break free of his grip, but fails) just like her”(SARAH finally breaks free
and punches Michael across his face. She clutches her head afterwards.)
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SARAH: My head, It hurts..Stop...Hurting...I need ...to run...(SARAH slowly tries to
move, but Michael grabs her again)
Michael: You're just like her, an annoying pest. Of course, you're more tolerable
than Morgana.
SARAH: What?
Michael: you're so naive. You do not understand anything I'm saying.(The eclipse
is still shining. The chaos is still echoing, but appears to have subsided. Michael
chuckles darkly, and whispers in SARAH's ear.) You feel like you do not belong
anywhere, don't you. I heard your lovely singing voice. So lonely. Broken.
SARAH: shut up...
Michael: You wish to find a place in the world, but no one accepts you because
you are a succubi.
SARAH(slowly tries to break free): You know nothing about me! I don't care
what you think about me! Even if everyone I meet hates me, I know that there
are people out there who wish to be equal, who wants to live along with humans
and not just tools used by succubi, monsters, whatever there is, I know that I'm
not the only one who wants the monsters and humans together!(Michael looks
confused, then gives a low chuckle, then bursts out laughing.)
Michael: Oh, you really are naive. How do you know that these humans will accept you? You think humans are just going to accept us? These humans will kill
us; even if there is someone who cares, It is not enough. They do not want us
to exist, and would destroy all of us if they could.(leans closer to SARAH) But I
will destroy them first.(SARAH looks horrified) I will become the new ruler of the
Demon Realm instead of that inconsiderate Morgana. And I will bring humanity
to their knees and even when they beg, I will take their blood.
SARAH:(shaking) Youre...a..
Michael: What? I'm a monster? You are just the same as me.(The eclipse light
blinks and then stage lights go off.)
SARAH: Huh?!(a blast of light shines on Michael and he falls to the ground)
Michael: AGRH!(he lets go of SARAH. SARAH stands, confused)
MORGANA(offstage): Well, I arrived a little too late. (MORGANA enters, in full
succubi glory.)
SARAH(scared, but determined) Who are you?
MORGANA: I'm sorry that I did not come earlier, sweet sister.
SARAH: What did you just call me? (Michael gets up and lunges at MORGANA)
Michael: You finally decided to reveal yourself, Morgana!(MORGANA dodges
the attack and moves to the right of the stage, protecting SARAH)
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MORGANA: Now, why are you harassing my little half-sister, Michael?
SARAH: What? ( breaks free of MORGANA's grasp) Who are you?
MORGANA: Oh, I'm sorry I did not introduce myself. I am Morgana, daughter of
the king of the demon realm and half-sister to you, dear Sarah.
SARAH: What!?(panics) I never had a sister, not even a half-sister (looks at MORGANA) I never had a family...
MORGANA: I know this is hard to follow, but you are my half-sister.
Michael: And the one who is in the way from me getting to rule the demon realm!
(Michael lunges at MORGANA again, but then SARAH quickly blasts Michael and
light hits Michael as he falls again, if briefly.)
SARAH: Did I just...?
MORGANA: Yes, you did, dear half-sister.
SARAH: But...
MORGANA: Half-sister, you have so many questions and it is obvious that you do
not know much about the demon realm.
SARAH: Wait, I'm a succubi and you are one also! So, How are you ruling over the
demon realm?
MORGANA: Wait, you're not a full succubi.
SARAH: I know I'm not. But you didn't answer my question. How are you queen and
why are you here?
Michael: Because she does not want me to get close to you! (Michael grabs MORGANA and throws her across the stage)
SARAH: Morgana! (SARAH goes towards MORGANA, but Michael grabs her arm.)
SARAH: let go!(SARAH attempts to blast him, but Michael grips her hand tighter.)
Michael: Don't make this harder than it has to be...(light flashes again on Michael
and he is taken back. SARAH then blasts him after that he falls to his knees.)
MORGANA:(Getting up) You have gotten weaker, Michael(stands all the way up)
How can you expect to rule the demon realm when you can not even deal with a
half-succubi.
SARAH: Morgana!(gives MORGANA a quick look.)
MORGANA: Oh, I”m sorry to offend you...
Michael: Your half-sister is stronger than you think. I got a taste of her blood”
MORGANA(serious): What?
Michael: You heard me, Morgana.(MORGANA gives a look of pure anger, the lunges toward Michael and kicks him in the head. Michael dodges but then MORGANA
blasts him and continues to do this, each blast stronger than the last. The blasts
send Michael offstage with him screaming as he goes)
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MORGANA: We need to leave. (SARAH becomes concerned with MORGANA's sudden shift in tone.)
SARAH: What happened? (thinks about the audience offstage) Will everyone at the
concert be okay?
MORGANA: They will most likely be fine. But we need to do something about you
quick.
SARAH: Why? (concerned) What did Michael do when he bite me?
MORGANA: It means you can not stay hidden anymore. You have to come with me.
SARAH: But...
MORGANA: You do not understand. Your life will never be the same, and I can not let
Michael touch or bite you again. (SARAH hesitates, but finally agrees)
SARAH: Alright, I'll follow you. (MORGANA and SARAH exit and the eclipse shines
as they exit upstage center)
END OF SCENE 1.
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Characters
Adam (23) A young adult with a methodical mind and a big
heart. Struggles with vulnerability and making important
decisions that affect others. Son of Keisha and Adam Sr.
Steve (24) Immediate family doesn't come from much, but
his aspirations to become a Broadway actor keep his mind
open and full of hope. Dating Adam at the start of the play.

Setting
This show is set during the passing of HB1523, an incredibly
Anti-Gay house bill in Mississippi that grants business owners the right to refuse service to those apart of the LGBTQ”
community. The social climate of Mississippi is generally
conservative and not the most accepting of marginalized
people. As a result, the disenfranchisement rates are very
high and only a specific group of people are getting political
input because they are the ones that can vote.
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STEVE: She just didn't have to be so...
ADAM: (closes magazine begrudgingly and rolls eyes at his partner) So
what...
STEVE: So stoic... (throws his eyes up looking for the correct words) So
heartless... It was just wrong and unnecessary.
ADAM: Well...
STEVE: Well what...
ADAM: Nothing (turns over and pulls the covers over his body) Goodnight. I
need to sleep. I'm over going back and forth.
STEVE: (shrugging ADAM harshly) Wake up! We're finishing this conversation.
ADAM: How can we finish something that never even started.
STEVE: Well (attempts to cuddle ADAM) I want to start it...
ADAM: (completely losing his cool and screaming) Too bad! I'm not in the
mood. Stop touching me. Goodnight.
There is a long pause. STEVE is taken back by ADAM's behavior and is thinking of something to say to break the silence.
STEVE: Ugh. Who pissed in your coffee this morning?
ADAM: No one pissed in my coffee. There's just no point in going back and
forth over something we can't change.
STEVE: Damn it, Adam! If there's no point, then why won't you just say it?!
ADAM: Okay I was going to say that maybe...
STEVE: (now very intrigued by ADAM) Maybe...
ADAM: Nothing forget it. I don't have the energy.
STEVE: Oh here we go again with those weak ass excuses.
ADAM: (triggered) Excuses?
STEVE: Yes excuses. You act like speaking your mind is such a crime.
ADAM: Okay since you want to know so badly, I was just going to say that”
There is another long pause. ADAM takes a deep breath, gets out of bed
and moves downstage right, scratching his head, then spits out his words
rapidly.

ADAM: Maybe the lady at the restaurant was right.
STEVE gets out of the bed and walks downstage right to meet ADAM,
appalled at the fact that he would agree with what the woman said.
STEVE: What do you mean?
ADAM: Don't make me repeat it.
STEVE: But... but how? How could she be right?
ADAM: Maybe we are in over our heads trying to make this work. Maybe
the world's social climate is just too much for us right now--- (cut off by
noise)
STEVE walks upstage to the bedside table near his side of the bed. He
rumbles through the drawers, pulls out a pocket watch used for hypnosis,
walks back downstage to grab ADAM, and forced him to sit on the bed.
ADAM: (confused and annoyed)What are you doing?
STEVE: Shhhhhh... just follow the watch (starts swinging the watch from
left to right in ADAM's face) you should be getting verryyyy sleeepyyy.
STEVE tries to snatch the watch. ADAM resists.
ADAM: What is this for?!
STEVE: SILENCE! Just follow the watch. Back and forth. Back and forth.
Back and forth.
ADAM: (rolling his eyes) You are impossible!
STEVE: (still in the stereotypical hypnotist voice) Are you getting sleepy?
ADAM: (finally snatches the watch from STEVE) Would you just stop?!
STEVE: No! I'm not stopping until I snap you out of this hallucination you
must be in if you think for a second that what that lady said had any truth
it.
ADAM gets up off of the edge of the bed and walks downstage left and
starts to pace.
ADAM: Listen, I'm just being realistic.
STEVE: And I'm not being realistic for having faith in this relationship?!
We have been at this for 5 years. You are the reason I came out in high
school and finally became comfortable with myself. We are the definition
of beatings the odds and not giving a damn about what people have to
say about us! You're seriously going to let ONE comment bother you?
ADAM: (stops pacing, takes a deep breath and joins STEVE on the bed
again) It's not just the one comment. I wish it was that simple.
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SCENE ONE. Lights up. ADAM and STEVE are in a bed placed in the center
of the stage. STEVE is tossing and turning like he has something on his mind.
ADAM is reading a magazine trying to ignore him.

STEVE: (defeated) What is it then?
ADAM: Oh for God's sake, Steve! I know you are tired of people gawking
at us when we hold hands in public, and the ladies at the nail salon that
snicker every time you go in there and ask for blue nail polish, and don't
even get me started on the stoic stares of disapproval from your Grandmother with such bad dementia that she can barely remember your name
but somehow never fails to give me the stank eye when we see for holidays.
STEVE: Woah, you don't have to come for my grammy like that.
ADAM: Oh shut up, you know that's not the point.
STEVE: Well what is the point?
ADAM: The point is that all of this is exhausting. It's tiring to be g-- never
mind. I'm going to bed.
ADAM gets up off of the edge of the bed and goes to get inside it. STEVE
remains at the edge looking very defeated and overwhelmed. Another long
pause happens, then STEVE goes to join ADAM in bed.
STEVE: I understand.
ADAM: Do you?
STEVE: Yes.
ADAM: Good.
STEVE: Yup. It just sounds like you don't want to be gay anymore.
ADAM: (slaps forehead) Are you freaking kidding me?!
STEVE: (getting satisfaction from his pettiness) What? You said it, not me.
ADAM: Don't do that.
STEVE: (forcing dramatic tears) Do what? It sounds like you said you don't
want to be gay anymore and if you don't want to be gay anymore, then
why are we even together? Huh?!
ADAM: (Pause. Deep in thought) Listen, that's not what I meant.
ADAM gestures for STEVE to lay on his chest. STEVE does. ADAM kisses
STEVE's forehead.
STEVE: That's what it sounded like.
ADAM: I never expected our lifestyle to be easy.
STEVE: I sure as hell hope you didn't.
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ADAM: But, I'd be lying if I said certain comments don't get to me and
make me second guess.
STEVE: Second guess what?
ADAM: (Pause) Us. This. All of this.
STEVE: (gets off of ADAM's chest. Turns over his side, facing away from
ADAM) I guess.
ADAM: Oh come on, don't be mad. You asked for the truth so I'm giving it
to you.
STEVE: So you agree with the manager asking us to leave our favorite restaurant on our 5 year anniversary because our relationship is unnatural and
it goes against her morality to serve a couple like us?
There is another silence. ADAM is extremely uncomfortable by this comment and can't find any words to make it less awkward.
STEVE: Exactly. Goodnight. I'm going to bed.
STEVE puts covers over his head. ADAM is still sitting up straight in bed. He
picks his magazine back up and begins to read. After a minute of reading,
he puts the magazine in his bedside table, pulls out a journal and pen, and
begins writing. The lights fade)
End of Scene
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Tribute Page
"When we think of you,
you are more than a memory.
You are the quiet things
You are the loud things
and everything in between
You are the present.
The gifts you have given to usThe meaning your life has instilledWe carry them on."

The senior editors and class of 2020 would
like to dedicate this page to our classmate and friend Michael Magee. Michael
touched the hearts of his classmates and
brought emotions to life through the keyboard. His talent and intelligence were
only outshined by his true generosity and
kindness. May he graduate by our sides
and live on in our memories.
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Pleiad
(Plee-u-d. Plahy-uh-d)
1. Any of the Pleiades (a young conspicuous
open star cluster approximately 370 light
years away in the constellation Taurus).
2. Any of a group of eminent or brilliant
persons or things, especially when seven in
number.
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